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Abstract. An estimation of the mass differenceof B° -/~o system with heavy quark symmetry
formalism is presented. The effectiveHamiltonian describing the transition hd,--~,hd (where h = b
for B°-system) is considered in a manifest left right symmetric (MLRS) model along with
contribution from neutral Higgs boson. We use the spin and flavor symmetry for heavy quarks to
obtain the transition matrix element (Bd0 Ioafeff(x)l/~0 ~ in terms of Isgur-Wise function. Assuming
that B° and/~o states are at rest, we find that Isgur-Wise function turns out to be unity. However
using the experimental values of AMK and AMn, as input, we find that Ma = 835 GeV and
MH i> 2"9TeV.
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1. Introduction

In recent years heavy flavor dynamics has proven to be very useful to obtain model
independent information on systems containing heavy quarks l-1,2]. When one or more
quarks are heavy compared to hadronic scale, some new symmetries appear in the low
energy effective Lagrangian for QCD. In the limit mQ~ oo(mo being the mass of heavy
quark), two additional symmetries beyond those of QCD arise [1]. The first one is the
heavy flavor symmetry where mass of the heavy quark is sealed out and the Lagrangian is
same for all flavors. Thus there is SU(N:) symmetry among the heavy quarks. The second
symmetry is the spin symmetry. In the limit of infinite heavy quark mass, the spin
degrees of freedom of heavy quarks are decoupled and thus SU(2) rotation of the heavy
quark spin becomes a symmetry. These additional symmetries allow many interesting
predictions. In particular they imply model independent relations between form factors
of weak decays. Several relations [3,4] have been recently derived showing that the
excitation spectra and form factors are independent of mass and spin of heavy quark.
Isgur and Wise [5] showed that in the lowest order in QCD all the weak decay
amplitudes are determined in terms of a single function ~(v.v') which is known as
Isgur-Wise function. Falk et al 1-6] also showed that the transition amplitudes for
inclusive semileptonic B-meson decay are given in terms of the Isgur-Wise function.
In the present investigation we exploit these ideas to evaluate the transition matrix
element of B° -/~o system in a manifestly left right symmetric model (MLRS) [7] and
obtain the mass of the right handed gauge and Higgs bosons. Here we consider effective
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Hamiltonian describing the transition bd~--~bd in the MLRS model [7] along with
contributions from neutral Higgs boson sector. MLRS model is the extension of
standard model with gauge group SU(2)L X SU(2)R x U(1). It has the merit of allowing
the gauge group, P and CP to be broken spontaneously at the same time and thus
successfully explain the mass mixing [8] and CP violation [9] for M ° - ~t ° system.
Besides this, it offers the possibility of a great deal of new physics beyond standard
model at the energy scale of several hundred GeV. It is therefore crucial to find a lower
limit on M R, the mass of right handed partner of W-boson in this model. In evaluating
the mass difference AM = 2 ( M ° I,a~eff(X)IM 0 >, for B° -/~o system we use heavy quark
symmetry and obtain the matrix elements in terms of the Isgur-Wise function ~(v.v').
However Isgur-Wise function turns out to be unity since both B° and/~o states are at
rest. Thus within the limit of above approximation, the expression for the mass
difference contains parameters like M s and M H. Evaluating K ° - / ~ o mass difference in
MLRS model and fixing it with the experimental value of AMtc and using
m, = 174 4- 10 GeV [ 10] we obtain M Rwhich subsequently when used in the expression
for AMB yields the lower limit of M H.
We organize the paper as follows. In § 2, we give the outlines of minimal left right
symmetric model and the effective Hamiltonian we use in our consideration. Section
3 is devoted to the evaluation of hadronic matrix elements and the mass differences for
Bo _/~o and K ° - / ~ o system. In §4, we evaluate the Isgur-Wise function. Section
5 contains results and discussion.
2. Minimal left right symmetric model and evaluation of effective Hamiltonian
We review some features ofmanifest minimal left right symmetric model relevant to our
discussion. The Lagrangian is invariant under SU(2) L x SU(2)R × U(1)B_L. In this
model one can write the effective Lagrangian for K ° - / ~ o and B~-/~o transition
process as [11]
f
LPeff = ~

+

[/5(x)y~U Ln(x) W L + p(x)#' URn(x) WtR~,]

f~

[~(x)(UD, R - D o UL)n(x)S L ]

+f__L_
v/~Mr~ [p(x)(UD, L - Dp UR)n(x)S~ ] + h.c.,

(1)

where p(x) and n(x) are p- and n-type quarks defined by

/d(x)/
p(x) =/c(x)],
\t(x)/

n(x)-- Is(x)/'
\b(x)/

(2)

with u, c, t, d, s and b being six quark flavors. WL and Wa are left and right handed
charged gauge bosons with mass M L and M a whereas S~ and S~ are unphysical
charged Higgs bosons [11] (longitudinal components of WE and W~ respectively).
Left right symmetry of the gauge interactions requires that the two SU(2) gauge
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Figure 1(a, b). Feynman diagrams for the K ° - go and B° - B~ transition amplitudes for (h = s, b). Sg Rare the unphysical gauge bosom corresponding to I4I. a and
~2 3 are the flavou~ changing neutral Higgs bosom of the minimal left' right
syilimetric model.
couplings be equal [12], i.e.fL =fR = f " The left- and right-handed weak C K M mixing
matrices are taken to be same in the Lagrangian i.e. U L = U R = U. The helicity
projection matrices for the left- and right-handed ones are denoted by L = (1 - y5)/2
and R = (1 + ~s)/2 respectively. Dp and D. are the mass matrices chosen to be diagonal
and are written as
Dp=

m~
0 mt

and

D.=

/i :)
m~
.
0 mb

(3)

We observe that the process we consider here can occur through gauge bosons
exchange as depicted in figure 1, in the lowest order Feynman diagrams. Thus we
obtain the effective interaction Hamiltonian as

.,'Vat(x ) = - .Weu(x ) = ~ , u ( L L ) + ~ a f ( L R ) + ~af(RR),

(4)

where Yf,ff(LL), ~eff(RR) and Yfcff(LR) represent the Hamiltonian with the exchange
of (WL, WE), (WR, WR) and (WL, Wa) gauge bosons respectively in the box diagram
which are written as
2

2

~,~eff(LL)= GFML
4X2

).i).j((1 + ¼ x i x ) K 2 ( x i , xj, 1)--2xiXiKl(Xi,x~,l))

~
i,j = u,c,t

x (h-7"Ld)(h3,"Ld),
~eff(RR) = ~eff(LL),

L*-~R,

(5)
(6)

and
2
2
.Jcfeff(LR) = GFML

47t2

~

i,j=u,c,t

~'i~j2rlx/~ixj

x ((4 + tlxix~)gl(x i, xj, rl) - (1 + rl)K2(xix j, ~/))(hLd)(h'Rd), (7)
where
r/-"+ 2In(I/r/)
xTlnx i
K.(xi, x~,rl) = (1 - r/)(1 - xir/)(1 - xjrl) ¢ (x i - xi)(1 - xi)(1 - rlxi)
+

x]Inx i
(x 1 - x3(1 - xj)(1 - r/x)"
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The parameters taken in the above expressions are 2~ = U~ U~d, rl = (ML/MR)
2 2 and
X~ = (m2/M 2) where m~is the mass of the ith quark flavor. In fact the Hamiltonian given
in the above expressions indicate a transition for K ° - k ° system with h = s and for
B0 _/~0 with h = b flavor. The neutral Higgs boson contribution to the effective
Hamiltonian is realized through the exchange of two neutral Higgs bosons • 2 and
• 3 at the tree level is given by

.~eff(H°)=

x/~Gv ~ (m,R,)2(hLd)(hRd).
M 2 i,j=u,c,t

(9)

In the above we have assumed a common Higgs mass M H for both • 2 and Os [13].
3. Heavy quark symmetry and mass difference for M ° - AS/° system

To evaluate the hadronic matrix elements for M ° - d ° system taking the MLRS
Hamiltonian we consider the mass matrix ~ ' as

MI2 ,

(lO)

where
M11 = Mz2 = ( M° IJt'~eff(x)]M° ) = ( 1~o [~af(x ) I/~o ),

(11)

M1 z = (M°lY6~ff(x)l 3~° ) = ( A~° [Yt°af(x)lM° )"

(12)

and
In (11) and (12)IM °) represents the meson state and [M °) represents corresponding
anti-meson state. We diagonalize the mass matrix and obtain the mass difference
between M ° and d ° mesons as [14]
AMMo = 2M12 = 2(M°l~eff(x)l~t°),

(13)

and we use heavy quark effective theory (HQET) to evaluate the above matrix elements
for B° -/~o system.
In HQET the ground state for pseudoscalar heavy meson containing a heavy quark
Q and a light anti-quark ~ is given in terms of interpolating fields [2] as

pi(v ) --_-~lo75hiv x//-~p,

(14)

where hivis a heavy quark of type 'i' with four velocity v and related to the conventional
quark field operator Qi(x) by
Qi(x) --- e x p ( - imov'x)hiv,

(15)

and the light quark q, stands for a column vector in flavor SU(3) space as
q=

.

(16)

Thus the pseudoscalar heavy meson transforms as a SU(3) antitriplet. The charge
conjugate state/5~(v) can be related to Pi(v) state by charge conjugation convention as
Pi(v ) = ~ Pi(v) ~ - 1 = cPi(v) '
44
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with the charge conjugation matrix for Dirac spinor c = iTz7°. Hence we obtain

Pi(v) = - hiv?sqv x/r-~.

(18)

Thus the ground states for B ° and/~o mesons are

B°(v) = dyes b~ ~/M"¢,

(19)

/~°(v) = - b-,? s d v~C-Mso.

(20)

and
In order to estimate the mass matrix elements given in (13), we need the evaluation of
the matrix elements of the quark operator contained in the effective Hamiltonian i.e.,
( M °(v) f.?.Ldv,hv,~uLdv]M °(v')),

(21)

( M °(v) f oLd~,h'~,Rd~]M ° (v')).

(22)

and
Evaluation of the above matrix elements in (21) and (22) are formally done by
vacuum saturation method [ 15]. We present here an explicit evaluation of (21) using
the wave functions for B°a(v) and Boa(v') in HQET as given in 09) and (20)

( M ° (v)Ihv?u Ldv"ff~'7ULdoId ° (v')),
= (M°(v)lK~y.Ld~,lO)(Olh~qULdv1191°(v')).

(23)

Now we consider the first part ofeq. (23), with Boa(v)state as given in (19)

( M°(v)foy~Ldv, IO) = x / / - ~ ( Oldvrsh~hoT, Ld¢lO )

x/r-M-~v ~(v'v ).

(24)

In the above we have used the relations [16]
(0thvgvl0) = (1 + ~)
2 '

(25)

<01d jr,10 > = #(v'v'),

(26)

and
where ~(v.v') is the Isgur-Wise function.
The evaluation of the second part of eq. (23) gives
(01 hv, r ~'Ld v IM ° (v')) = ~

v'~'~ (v" v'),

(27)

thus we obtain

( M°(v)lhJ'Ld~,hoq"Ld~ld°(v ') = 2(v.v')¢Z(v.v')Mw.

(28)

The factor 2 occurs because we can choose the current on the side of M ° in two different

ways. Similarly evaluation of (22) gives
( M ° (v) l ho Ld v,ho, Rdv I d ° (v')) = 2Muo { 2 (v'v').
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For the evaluation of the four quark operator contained in the effective Hamiltonian
for K ° - go system we again insert the vacuum state between two currents in all
possible ways and use PCAC [15]. Thus we have

(Oldy~yssl g°(pp ) = - ( K°(ppldy"rsslO ) = i ~ / 2 f xp~,

(30)

where f r is the K-meson decay constant, related to the pion decay constant by
f r ~ 1-22f~ wheref~ = 93 MeV. Using these relations we obtain [9]
( K° Idy"Lsdy.Rsl R° ) = '*3Jr*'*x,
It2 A'I'2

(31)

( K ° l g L s d R s l g ° ) = p ( K°ld~,"Lsdv,,Rslg°),

(32)

and [11]
where p is given by [ 17]
P=

4 (ms + md)2

•

With the matrix elements as given in (31) and (32) for K ° - / ( o system and in (28) and
(29) for B ° - / ~ o system we estimate their mass differences in subsection A and
subsection B respectively.
A.

Mass difference for K ° - k ° system

Here we estimate the mass matrix elements M12 for K ° - / ( o system. We neglect the
exchange of u-quark in the box diagram (figure 1), since mu = 0. Including the contributions from c- and t-quark exchange, and keeping x~ only up to first order, we obtain
M LL= (K°lgffaf(LL) l/(°)
-- ~ J L L 3 J K

4.M

(34)

K'

with
_2
( 3 x,
)
fEE -- 2c Xc + 22~2,X, - 4(1 ----X~ + lnx,
x, (
11
1 2 3 2 lna" ~
+ 2~----S~,)
(1
2 1 - ~ - x , + ~x, - ~ x , ( 1 - x,)J'
and
M rLR
2 __
-

(35)

(gO [~%~,f(LR)
ef I/(o )

= ~fL.(2r/)

~(ms-~m,)2 +

~)fKMK,

(36)

with
fLR = 22xc[4( 1 + lnxc) + lnr/]
xx/~xt [(4 - xt)ln x, +(1 - x,)ln~/]
+ 22¢2,-=----ix,
+ 22 ~

Xt

-~,j(1

46

[(4 - x,)(1 - x,) + (4 - 2x,) lnx, + (1 - x,) 2 lnr/],
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where we have kept only terms of order q. Similarly the mass matrix element for the
Higgs sector is given as
_2HF(mZ2Z+m222+mtmc2t2c)\(ms+md)
( -M2 2 +-~)frMr.
1\ 2 2
•"12~Hig~---- •~M2_G

(38)

Substituting these expressions for M12 in (13) we obtain

G2m2 f 4 f2 M2
AMK- ~
JLL3JK
K

X (2r/f~LR 4x/~x2(m2t)~2+mZcj2+mtmc)~t~c'~
GFM2n
MZ fL L
,]].

(39)

B. Mass differencefor B° - B-~ system with heavy quark symmetry
For B° -/~o system, we also neglect the exchange of c-quark as its mass is much smaller
that the b-quark mass of the external line. Hence considering the contribution only
from virtual t-quark along with the QCD correction factors and using (28) and (29) we
obtain the expressions for Mlz as
t'-~.2M 2

MLL = ~

fLLMo0(v"v') ¢2(v'v')qOcn,

(40)

with
x, (
11
~x,12 - ~ 3x , 2 l n ~ "~
fLL = 22----S~t)2 ---~-X, +
(1 - x , ) ] '

(41)

and
C2M2

MLr~= ~

fLR(Zrl)M,~2(V-V'),

(42)

with
fLR = ,tt LqX k ~-i--__~)t)

,2F

[x,(4-xt) + (4-Zx, +x2)
-(f~x~:xtlnxt)+rlextlnrl],

(43)

Mai~gs
12 - -

X/M--~
GFm222 M~, ~z(v"v').

(44)

and

The QCD correction factors are taken [8] to be q0CD= 0"83 and ql = q2 = 1-8. Thus we
obtain

AMB,_

G2M 2
F_~ L fLLMBo~2(O.Vt)FIQCD
×

[

O,-v')+ 2,7

f~LLRIt](~:?D2N~'2712GFM~H
LQNCJL_](m22~)l (45)
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4. Quark model and lsgur-Wise function

Since we are dealing with two-body transition amplitude the product (v.v') is fixed by
kinematics and hence the Isgur-Wise function has to be taken at this point. Here we
consider the transition of heavy quark b v between B ° and B~. The quark b v with four
velocity v makes a transition from B ° to/~o state. Assuming both B ° and/~o states are in
the rest frame where vu = (1,0, 0, 0), we obtain (v"v') = 1. We have used the GISW quark
model [ 18] to determine the Isgur-Wise function. In the context of this model the IW
function may be extracted from the overlap integral

I(v') =

d3p ~ , ,
+ Av')~i(p)

(46)

= ~dax@~ (x)~i(x) exp( - iAv'.x)
J

where the labels I and F denote wave function of the initial and final meson respectively.
The "inertia parameter A" corresponds to the mass of light degrees of freedom. We
shall use for A the expression [19],

A = MB~'md

(47)

m b + md'

which accounts for the kinetic effects of heavy quark. The quark masses are taken as
m~=330MeV and mb= 5"12GeV. The wavefunctions are chosen to be the eigen
functions of orbital angular momentum l, where both the initial and final mesons i.e.
M ° and A4° will have l = 0 and thus the wave functions are given by
~l(x) = yo

~bi(ixl) '

(48)

,F(X ) = yO

q~F(lxl),

(49)

f d3xC)~/F(X)r}~/v(X) = f rZdrck~/F(r)ckx/v(r)= 1.

(50)

and

with normalization

Inserting the wavefunctions as given in (48) and (49) into the overlap integral (46) and
choosing the quantization axis of orbital angular momentum in the direction of
velocity, the Isgur-Wise function is given as

~(v'v') = fr2dr(9 * (r)r~i(r)jo(Arx/(v" v') z -

1 ).

(51)

To calculate the above integral we insert the orbital wave function of harmonic
oscillator in the form
~(r) =
48

exp(-

f12r2/2),
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with strength fib = 0.41GeV for B meson [18]. With (v.v')= 1 we obtain the IsgurWise function for B° - B-d
° system to be

~(v.v') =

1.

(53)

5. Results and discussion

Here we estimate the masses of Ws and Higgs bosons. To do this we take the
constituent quark masses as % = 3 3 0 M e V , ms=550MeV, me= 1.8GeV and
% = 5.12 GeV in addition to the experimentally observed masses of K and B mesons as
MK0 = 497.67 MeV and MBo = 5279 MeV. The experimental values for GF and M L are
taken to be GF = 1.16637 x 10-SGeV -2 and ML= 80.22GeV [20]. The CKM matrices involved in our calculations are taken as their central values [20]. Next assuming
the Higgs contribution to be negligible for K-system and taking the experimentally
measured value ofAMx = 3.51 x 10-15 GeV eq. (39) yields M R= 835 GeV. Then using
this value o f M Ralong with the experimental value AMB, = 3"35 x 10-13 GeV [20], we
obtain from (45) M H I> 2"9 TeV.
We have attempted here to predict the masses of right handed gauge boson.MR and
Higgs boson M H basing on heavy quark symmetry formalism. In doing so we have
considered the effective Hamiltonian for the system describing Bd° -- B-d
° transition in
MLRS model along with the contributions from neutral Higgs boson sector and the
hadronic matrix elements for B° -/~o system which depends only on the Isgur-Wise
function. However the Isgur-Wise function can be evaluated with GISW quark model
which is completely determined by considering the kinematics of the system. Thus the
estimated expression of the mass difference for K ° ± g "° system in left right symmetric
model with vacuum saturation method gives the value of M Rwhich subsequently when
used in the expression for AM~,, yields a lower limit of Mn. However in the earlier
investigations Beall etat [17] have derived a lower bound on WR mass to be
M R> 1.6 TeV by demanding AMx > 0 and neglecting the contribution from t- quark.
Mohapatra et al [11] included the effect of t-quark and considered the effects of Higgs
simultaneously with those of gauge bosons, obtained MR>200GeV for
M H= 100 GeV. But the present experimental limit on M R and MH are beyond their
estimations. Considering the K L - K s mass difference in MLRS model Ecker et al [9]
get lower bounds such as M R/> 2.5 TeV and M H ~> 10TeV. Donoghue and Holstein
[21] have analyzed the non-leptonic AS= 1 weak decays and concluded that
M R> 300 GeV assuming left right mixing to be the same. Neglecting the t-quark effect
Maharana [22] in a field theoretic quark model obtained M R> 715 GeV whereas for
inclusion of the effect of t quark Maharana et al [23] found that M R= 1650GeV for
mt = 162 GeV. However the present investigation has considered m, = 174 ___10 GeV as
an input [10] to obtain M R= 835 GeV and Mn I> 2-5 TeV. Nevertheless, our result with
recent experimental values of m,, AM s, AM K and C K M matrix elements may have
better reliability in its predictions over the earlier investigations.
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